
A customer’s airline journey

Nick Miller 
(Traveler)

Services/ 
Systems 
Involved

Receives taxi 
coupon notification
Prior to his travel, he gets 
a discount coupon to book 
his taxi for the airport

Books taxi
Nick uses the 
discount coupon 
and books his taxi

Checks in & completes 
security check 
As Nick has sufficient time, he is 
able to complete his check-in and 
security clearance well-in time

Receives personalized offers 
and video recommendations
As Nick crosses the shopping area, he receives  
customized shopping offers matching his profile. 
As Nick sits and waits for his flight, he accepts 
the recommendation to watch video

Receives anticipate and react alert
As Nick enters the airport, he gets an 
alert, informing him the expected time 
it will take to cross security and reach 
the boarding gate 

Luggage delivery notification
Nick receives an update that the 
luggage will be delivered to his 
hotel at 7 am tomorrow

Boards flight
Nick boards the flight as per 
the scheduled departure time

End of day
Nick leaves the airport 
in a taxi and checks 
into the hotel

Luggage misrouted alert
Nick arrives at his destination 
and receives an update that his 
luggage has been routed to the 
wrong location

Backend flight information mashed with 
customer information and 3rd party cab 
services mashed up to create 
personalized push notification

Geolocation services from the user, other 
passengers and flight boarding information 
is used to anticipate the time and based 
on that push notifications are provided

Geolocation services, past client 
preference from backend, offers from 3rd

party APIs on offer, Activity tracker from 
mobile. All of them created to provide 
recommendations and offers

Vision APIs during check-in process and 
information available from the backend 
is used to understand the current 
location and track

Experience
Customer excited to 
receive notification on his 
preferred  cab booking

Benefit

Overall Happy 
Experience

High Experience 
Quotient

Customer delighted to get 
Personalized Offers and 
Video Recommendations

Customer was worried that his baggage 
is misrouted , but relieved when he received 
a BOT notification about his luggage


